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This appeal arises from an election petition filed by the Appellant in which he 

sought a declaration that the 1 Respondent was not duly elected or retained as 

member of Parliament for Lukulu West Constituency since the elections were 

marred by irregularities contrary to Section 18 (2)(b)(c), and Section 18 (4) 

of the Electoral Act (1), (herein referred to as the Act) and that the election 

should be declared null and void.

The evidence before the High Court on which there was common ground was 

that towards the end of December 2001, Zambia held tripartite elections 

Presidential, Parliamentary and Local Government. The 27 day of December 

2001 was the Gazetted-voting day. On 31“ December 2001 the returning officer 

declared the 1* Respondent as duly elected. It was also common ground t * 

although the 27th of December 2001 was the Gazetted polling day, __

-te of polling stations which were open late for voting on 27 De
* and these same at one S
>. Oec^r -

'or two oUhe polling ^stations,-because facilitate the -
«« « .at^n the evening. Where there w «no i^ 

®"tinued voting in the night, the voting was p P Mbangweta
1)16 other point on which there was common c papers were

station, Isoka ballot papers were foun • u.sing these Isoka
lukulu West Constituency. About eight (8 vo 1 usecj these wrOng 

When It was subsequently discovered that th
i ’
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ballot papers the same voters were called back 

polling station, it was common cause that the 
opposed to the 1st Respondent who had 34 votes.

to vote again. At this same 

Appellant got 107 votes as

™ Appellant's evidence on which there was diUe related to tour (4) 

allegations namely; illegal practice ot publishing a false statement, corrupt 

practice ot Impersonation, corrupt practice of undue influence, and non- 

compliance with the electoral Act. i
I I 
I

On publishing a false statement, the Appellant's evidence was that just before 

elections in December 2001, on the 9th of November 2001, in the print media, 

there was a publication of an article entitled, "Mpongwe, Lukulu reject 

candidate," which said,, inter alia, that "in Lukulu! West Constituency, 

Committee Chairperson Mary Lubinda, said in a joint statement signed 

by constituency officials that Mr. Kachaka's adoption was not 

welcome.........,.." The Appellant complained about this article testifying that it ' 
, i

was a false statement and that he was prejudiced by its publication in that it 

suggested that he had been rejected as a candidate. The learned trial Judge 

Md that since the article did not state that the Appellant had withdrawn from 

the race but that the article confirmed that the Appellant was very much a 

candidate in the coming election; the message was not to decampaign him. The 
^rticfeuneither attacked: thej character of the Appellant nor did it attack^his _ 

^onduct.' The learned trial Judge went_ on to -hold .tjiat, even if it _did, =the 

addu^ shoS that that statement was meant to
** or procure the election of another candidate in preference to the 

The learned trial Judge therefore concluded that there was no merit
^Plaint, as Regulation 56 (1) W °< El«“ral (Ge"<!ri"> 

Nations was not breached. ]
। . . .. . I
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on (he corrupt practice of impersonation, the evidence, led by the Appellant 

Wt at Mbangweta poliing station eight unnamed voters voted using tsoka 

papers which were erroneous,y found amongst the Mot

papers. ' '
I 

!

The learned trial Judge concluded that although the Isoka Local Government 

ballot papers were found amongst Mbagweta ballot papers, nonetheless the only 

possible violators of Regulations 52 (b) of the Electoral (General) 

Elections (2) were the eight unnamed voters who voted twice. He went on to 

agree with the Appellant that there was non-compliance with Regulation 29 

(1) of the Elections (General) Rules (2) but further ruled that the eight 

unnamed voters who voted initially using Isoka ballot papers came back to

, revote after they, were allowed to vote using now Mbangweta ballot papers. He 

concluded that there was no fraud. He also concluded that the. Appellant was 

not disadvantaged by the inclusion of the Isoka papers although those papers 

i should have been put in the rejected list. ,
' j

On the corrupt practice of undue influence, the evidence by PW7, PW8 

and PW9 for the Appellant was that a Mr Mukambwa Mukata, RW2, an agent of 

I 1st Respondent,f on the voting day, 27th December 2001, went with a shot 
Wo Sitwala-rpollin^station in the full view of the. polling agents andjmonitors. 

near to.the voters' queue and some votersjv^ 
- j __ *__ _

I The evidence for the Respondent on the other hand was that they never 

Mr Mukambwa Mukata going to Sitwala polling station with a gu

i«ed going to the polling station on 27« December 2001 with a gun 
a reed stick. The learned trial lodge chose to>ccept the ewdence of

I '

I " '
f 1-
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lht. Respondent. He rejected the eviden
)S wording to him, they were „itnKses App*^ witnesses, partly 

Hanbury's Laws of Englana (3) and quo[M Interest. He referred

"It is the undue influence i
or violence which conctiH^lnd,v‘dual votersLh
constitute undue influence a^thr^ COrruPt Pratti"? 9eneraI noting 
influence the voter." a threat must be Xrin>.Ce‘ In order to 

| ,ous and intended to

Referring to the case of Lusaka vs Cheelo (4) he concluded that the behaviour ’ 

of Mr. Mukata of going to the polling station holding a big stick did not constitute 

misconduct, or amount to make or threaten to make use of force to restrain 

others from voting. The learned trial Judge ruled that corrupt practice of undue 

influence as provided in Regulation 54 (2) had not been established. Site-

On non-compliance with the Electoral Act, the details of the allegations 

were dealt with polling station by polling station:-

a) Mukuma Polling Station: The Appellant had complained
that some voters had voted without presenting national registration 

cards to identify themselves. The Appellant had only mentioned 

one voter but it turned out from the 1st Respondent's exhibits and 

the evidence of RWi and~RW12 that in fact three voters were .... = 
^allowed to vote withdiit presenting their national registration cards ■

as they were well known to’the Presiding-Qfficer5 andr^^

_ AgentsCThe learned trial Judge referred to Regulation 26(l)(c) 

(2) which is emphatic that national registration cards must be 

Presented before a voter can be allowed to yote.

I 
I I
I
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He acknowledged the distinction between the mandatory 

requirement of producing a national registration card when voting 

and the non-mandatory requirement of producing a voter's card if 

that voter can present RV 1 Form. According to him, Regulation 

26(a) as amended by Statutory Instrument No. 85 of 2001 provide 

that if a voter loses or defaces a voter's card, all that voter can do 

is to produce RV 1 Form at the material time and she/he can vote. 

Therefore, a voter's card can be substituted and can actually be 

recovered if lost. He therefore held that .there was no substitute ‘ 

for a voter in presenting a national registration card.
I »
I

The requirement to produce a national registration card was 

mandatory by law and as such the learned trial Judge concluded 
• . .-..a-... , i ■

that Regulation 26(a) (2) was breached. However, he was of 

the view that that breach did not affect the results of the elections.
* t

b) Mbangweta Polling Station: The Appellant, as already stated, 

did complain about Isoka ballot papers which found their way in 
-.z' * ♦

the Mbangweta polling station. The learned trial Judge held that 

there was a breach of Regulation 62(l)(c) (2). However, he 

concluded that such a breach did not disadvantage the Appellant. 

He alsb^eld that the eight unnamed voters did hot assume the 

•^entity bfeanybody else nordid they represent some othej^yoters. 

SoK held[ that the electoral office not been

■—...established since the intention to defraud had not been proved. On

Voting contrary to Section 6(2) of the Act, the learned trial 

W held that although the eight unnamed voters voted twice, 

Section 6(2) referred to a legal vote. He held that in this case, 

si"ce the eight unnamed voters used the isoka ballot papers that 

wa* an illegal vote. Section 6 (2) of the Act was not breached.
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c) Kakunju Polling station: The complaint was that three

mMD agents were allowed at the polling station contrary to 
Regulations 68. The learned trial Judge held that the presence 

of the three MMD agents was in line with the Regulations.

d) Washishi Polling Station: The Appellant had complained 

that the voting had not taken place at this station due to incursions 

by the Angolan soldiers as that polling station was on the Zambian 

border with Angola. The learned trial Judge referred to the 

Appellant's own evidence which was that when he went to ’ 

campaign at Washishi area people who attended his meetings 

complained to him about the security situation and even asked him 

to make representation to the Zambian government to deploy 

soldiers in order to improve security. The learned trial Judge held 

that he was satisfied that the situation at Washishi was not 

conducive to hold free and fair elections as the Angolan soldiers 

had vandalized the polling station. There was fighting going on in 

the area. He therefore accepted the Respondents' evidence that 

people around that area had fled to different parts of the 

Northwestern Province seeking refuge. He consequentially held 

that the situation as envisaged in Regulation 23(1) of the 

Electoral Regulations (2), did prevail to warrant postponing of 

a'i the electiphs altogether. TiS?. ....

e) Mataba Polling Station: - The Appellant's complaint was

that the ballot box at the polling station was brought unsealed to 

016 Returning Officer. The learned trial Judge chose to accept the 

evidence of the Respondent that the boxes were sealed and that 

after the votes were counted, all the voting papers were put in one 
b°x and were taken to Matete for verificatiorj. He went on to hold
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0 that Regulations 33, 40 and 41 of the Electora|

Elections Regulations (2) only apply to situations „here the 

votes were centrally counted.

On double voting and other allegations of non-compliance, the 

^pendents' evidence was that at Lupui, Kakunju, Muyondoti, Sitwala, 

Mbangweta and Kakwacha polling stations voting took place on days and times 

not gazetted nor supported by Statutory Instrument ;and as such there was 

double voting. The second allegation is that at Sikunduko polling station the 

ballot boxes remained at the polling station for three nights and two days 

contrary to Regulations 41 and Regulations 6 of the Electoral (General) 

Regulations (2). 

* *“ - .•*- . ♦ ‘ •

On allegation of double voting, the Appellant's evidence is that at Lupui 

polling station voting started from 27th to 28th December 2001. At Kakunju, 

Muyondoti, Sitwala, Mbangweta and Kakwacha polling stations the evidence for 

the Appellant was that the voting started late on 27th December 2001 and went 

°n up to the 28th of December 2001. At Kakunju the learned trial Judge 
discountented PW1 and PW5's evidence and as such held that there was no 

Whence to support the allegation of the Appellant. At Muyondoti the learned 

tnal 2udge accepted the evidence of the Appellant that voting started on 27th 

^^beryfehe Evening around IgOOZhburs up to 19.10Wurs®d adjourned 

following day . at 06.00 hours asjhere werejQ lights^tbe^candles ran 
0Ut‘ learned trial Judge held that voting started late and was adjourned on 

^0Unt of darkness after the candles ran out. At Sitwala again voting started 

ar°und 17.00 hours until midnight. The elections were postponed.

to the Appellant votes were counted. The voting started from 06.00 
10 the morning to 17.00 hours. The learned trial Judge accepted that the 

'°ns s^d late and voting was postponed to the following day on account 
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to logistic problems. The learned trial Judge rejected the Appellant's evidence 

that votes were counted on 27th December before the resuming of voting on 28th 

member 2001. At Mbangweta polling station, the Appellant's evidence was 

that the voting started late. The ballot papers were delivered late so voting 

started on 28th December and went on up to 29(h December 2001 and ended at 

12.45 hours. The learned trial Judge accepted the evidence of the Appellant but 

ruled that late starting of voting was due to logistic: problems and that the 

Appellant got 107 votes as compared to the 1st Respondent who had 34 votes.

At Kakwacha polling station, again voting started late on 27th at 14.06 

hours and ended at 21.06 hours. This was due to late arrival of ballot papers. 

The voting resumed on 28th December 2001 from 06.00 hours to 13.00 hours. 

Eighteen (18) peop^t^pf 90 registered voters voted on 27th December 2001.

None of the voters voted on 28th December 2001. The Appellant got six votes 

and the 1st Respondent got one vote. The other candidates shared the other 

; votes. I

At the conclusion and analyzing of this evidence, the learned trial Judge 

concluded that although there were these late voting and voting on days and 

' ^es not gazetted nor supported by Statutory Instrument there was no double 

He held that thereswas no evidence adduced before him by any voter 
who voted twice. He also held"'that as for Washishi polling station, : ^e 

done on theJ grounds stipulated Tn 
Re9uiati0n 23(c) (2). The postponement was warranted.

5 ’

I • . J
°n the allegation that the ballot boxes remained at the Polling station at 

^0 two days and three nights without a security officer, he accepted that, 

indents' evidence was that there was a security-officer at the station
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jnd that that officer accompanied the ballot boxes to Matete tor verltotion. He 

found no merit in the allegations.

on the allegation that Engine Akamandisa was not. properly appointed as 

returning officer for Lukulu West Constituency, the learned trial Judge accepted 

the Respondent's testimony that the Regulation allow; for a replacement of a 

gazetted officer in case of death, sickness or disciplinary reasons but he agreed 

with the Appellant that the replacement of the returning officer was not done in 

accordance with Regulation 4(l)(a) of the Electoral'Regulations. But 

applying the ratio decedendi in the case of Akashambatwa Mbikusita 

Lewanika and Others v Fredrick Jacob Titus Chiluba (3), the learned trial 

judge held that notwithstanding non compliance with the provisions of the Act 
on this point by ..the _2nd Respondent did not disadvantage the Appellant. He 

therefore went on to hold that the elections were conducted in substantial 

conformity with the law and as such he dismissed the petition.

He made strong observations on the ability or otherwise of the 2nd 

Respondent in conducting the elections and made recommendations that the 

Constitution should be amended to provide for definite dates for the holding of 

Presidential and General Elections to enable the 2nd Respondent to adequately 

Wre for such elections. He held that notwithstanding the evidence that some 
^visions of the-.EIectoral Act were breached;-:'the election was Conducted 

^stantially in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and that.surt .^ 

j Oni'Ssion did not affect the results of the elections in Lukulu West Constituency.-■

Now before us the memorandum of appeal contained eleven grounds of 
^Sai' These were amplified and expounded on by the heads of argument.

Respondent also filed heads of argument in response. Both sides 
I their written submissions with oral submissions. Dr. Mulwila, in his 
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oral argument, reduced these eleven grounds to two grounds of appeal. The 

grounds are inter-related. They revolve around the interpretation of 

Section 18 (2Xb> read together with Section 18 (4) and Section 18(2)(c).

rest of the grounds of appeal, according to Dr. Mulwila, were either 

flowed ,n these two grounds or abandoned. These two grounds of appeal

are:

1. That the learned trial Judge erred when he held that although there were 

breaches of law in the conduct and management of these elections, these 

breaches, legal flaws and irregularities, did not affect the results of the * 

elections in Lukulu West and that the elections were held substantially in 

conformity with the law.
i
।

.elaborated on this argument by submitting that the lower 

court made a number of findings of fact, for instance:-

a) That the postponement of elections at Washishi although justifiable 

resulted in disfranchising a number of voters at that station because 

.. of the war situation in Angola, which affected Washishi Poling Station.

b) That there was unlawful removal of a gazetted returning officer and 

his replacement by the another; । ...
ty That there was briefing by the assistant returning officer to the

~ -^presiding officers that they could allow registeredsJyoters tojvoteJn r.

J^ith national registration cards; _ 21. , ...2.' ,22, i
Mukata on 27® December 2001 went to Sitwala polling

station wielding a stick (not a gun);
e) That there was keeping of ballot boxes in polling stations without 

security personnel for more than two days and the returning officer 

filed in ballot papers accounts on behalf of the presiding officers;

I ' i 
f . ■ ■
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n That there was evidence of unsealpH u , v unsealed ballot boxes being delivered to
the verification centre; and

g) That there was evidence that ballot papers arrived late thus forcing 

the voters to start voting and go on voting for more than one day.

According to him, the Lukulu West elections make very sad reading in 

that all these findings are on record. How can the court after making all 

these findings conclude that these elections were conducted substantially' 

in conformity with the Electoral Act? He went on to argue that although 

it is not expected that elections can be conducted with a hundred per 

cent compliance with the regulations and laws governing the election, 

since there, were too many breaches as cataloged in the findings of the 

court below, the court should have logically held that the elections were 

not conducted substantially in conformity with the law. He submitted 

that with such findings of fact the court below erred in concluding that 

the elections were conducted substantially in accordance with the law. 

His findings were therefore not supported by evidence on record. This is 

point of law and as such Article 72 of the Constitution was not applicable.

■ r -. _______ ■ • -Wt

second limb of his argument is that all the examples which he had . 
.“tabulated - before-US&as breaches of “ the elect® rules and regulations^ 

. ’ _ ”  * ' ~ ' i

establish that Section 18 (2)(b) was breached as these ..1^^ 

showedI non-compliance with the law relating to the conduct Qf„the 

election. He argued that these breaches should have satisfied the lower 

court that the elections were not conducted in accordance with the law. 

He elaborated on this argument by stating that isolated breaches of the 

law * non-compliance would not affect, the result’s of the elections. But 

raniPant breaches and irregularities as these ones certainly affected the
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esults of e'^'ons. He therefore urged this court to hold the lower 

misdirected itself in concluding that the breaches and regulations 

jtablished in these elections did not affect the election results.

2. Since the court found as fact that Mr. Mukata, an agent of the 1st 

Respondent, went to Sitwala polling station and was allowed within a 

distance of 100 metres of Sitwala polling station t randishing a gun/stick, it 

was immaterial whether or not Mr. Mukata had a stick or gun.

•pie court below should have held that the mere fact that he had- 

something which would pose as a threat or! which would seem to 

intimidate other voters was sufficient to be 'in breach of Section 

18(2)(c) of the Electoral Act. He argued that as this court held in this 
case Mlewa v Whightman, (3) it is immaterial! under Section 18 (2) 

(c) of the Electoral Act (1) whether or not thjs irregular practice was 

committed with the knowledge or consent dr approval of the 1st 
■ I

Respondent. It is sufficient if it is established, which was established in 

this case, that this Mr Mukata came to the polling station with a weapon 

which frightened or would have frightened would ;be voters. He referred 

to the evidence that some voters left when they saw Mr Mukata with this 
I

stick and argued that the learned trial Judge should have concluded, that

-- there was a breach -of Section 25(2)(c) of the Electoral Act (1). He

further stated that according to Lusaka,y Cheelo (6) case, the proof of- - 

- One of these grounds in Section 18 of the electoral Act is sufficient to. .

^ nullify an election.-He referred to page 177 in the Mlewa case, which he 
■ Lri't' V ' ...................~~  .1 ”

quoted, (We wilf be referring to the quotation in our Judgment later).
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He emphasized that it is not necessary that a candidate should be 

personally involved in the wrongdoing for the elections to be nullified in 

terms of Section 18 (2)(c).

Hon. Silwamba, representing the 1st Respondent in response firstly 

challenged the jurisdiction of this court in this appeal. He cited Article 72 of 

the Constitution (4) and argued that this court lacked jurisdiction in this appeal 

as the grounds of appeal were anchored on the findings of fact by the learned 

trial Judge. Alternatively, citing the cases of Nkhata and 4 Others v the • 

Attorney General (7), Zambia Revenue Authority v Independent 

Services Station (6) and British Airways v Andrew Travel Safari Limited 

(8) he argued forcefully that the findings by the learned trial Judge that the 
i

elections were conducted,substantially in accordance with the law, was a finding 

based on findings of fact and as such this court has no jurisdiction. He went on 

to argue that this court can only reverse such findings of fact if it can be 
demonstrated that: j

t

i
a) the learned trial Judge erred in accepting the evidence;

b) the learned trial Judge erred in assessing and evaluating the evidence by 

taking into account some omission which he should have ignored or 
\ - yr*. - • 

failing to take into account something which he should have considered;

,c) thejearned trial Judge did not take proper advantage^ having seen and 

having heard witnesses; r’~' . I •-n
■ v;;. •--------------- ■■ - —— • -• ■ r *

d) the external evidence demonstrated that the learned trail Judge erred in 
.* i 

assessing the manner and demeanor of witnesses; 
V

I .

deferring to the Mlewa v Whightma (3) case which he said was sound 

he argued that this court can depart from its own previous decisions where
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sUch decisions are per incunam. He drew a distinction between the Mlewa v 

^hightnian (3) CaSe and the Case before us> He ar9ped that in the Mlewa v 

nightman (3) case the decision was based on the interpretation of Section 

18(2)(a) whereas the case before us the decision hasito be on the applicability 

of Section 18(2)(b) as read with Section 18(4). He went on to argue that the 

1st Respondent was only affected by Section 18(2)(b) whereas Section 18 

(2)(c) related to the 2 Respondent. According to him, the 1st Respondent 

intended to seek refuge in Section 18(2)(c) and not Section 18(2)(a).
1 

i 
k

Mr Mainza, the other learned counsel for the 1st and 2nd Respondents, in 

fortifying Hon. Silwamba's argument, argued that the learned trial Judge 

correctly held that the management and conduct of elections was substantially in 

conformity with the Electoral laws and Regulations. He went into details as to I
what the learned trial Judge decided on each poling station, such as Kakunju, 

Sikukunduko, Mbangweta, Namakando, and Kakwacha. He argued that the 

learned trial Judge accepted that the voting started late, the fact, which was 

common ground, because of the logistic problems. The ‘learned Judge therefore 

accepted that voting had to continue and this was donej in consultation with the 
other stakeholders. 

4

5 i

dalasi, in augm by the two learned counsel, argued
MO^W^hi the learned trial Judge was on firm ground to have accepted 

^though the postponement of elections amounted to disfranchising a 
nufnber- of voters at thisT^ the postponement was justifiable and

that postponement affected all the candidates notpust the Appellant. Mr 
I ^irnbe in support of the three learned counsels argued that the learned trial 

| Ud9e correct to have concluded that the elections in Lukulu West
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Constituency were conducted substantially in compliance with the law. He 

pointed out to us that out of the 32 polling districts only six (6) polling districts had 

some logistic problems and these are the polling stations, which are subject of 

this petition.

The two grounds argued by Dr. Muliwla are inter-related. We will deal 

with them as we deal with the central issue, which is whether or not the appeal 

is properly before us. Article 72 of the Constitution clearly proscribes against 

election appeals lying to this court on findings of fact by the High Court. Article • 

72 of the Constitution says: -
I

"(1) The High Court shall have power to hear and determine any 
question whether - ;

(a) any per son has been validly elected or nominated as a member 
of the National Assembly or the seat of any member has become 
vacant; '

4

(b) any person has been validly elected as Speaker or Deputy 
Speaker of the National Assembly or, having been so elected, 
has vacated the office of Speaker or Deputy Speaker;

r An appeal from the determination ofShe High Court gnd.gr this 

Article shall lie to the Supreme Court: , - ,
Provided that-an^appear shall lie to Court from any
^termination of the High Court on any question of law including the 

mterpretation of this Constitution.

Hon- Silwamba and Mr Mainza have argued that the learned trial Judge 

%9 f'ndin9 that the elections were conducted substantially in conformity with 

basing on his findings of fact. Dr. Mulwila has argued that the learned
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5Uch decisions are per incuriam. He drew a distinction between the Mlewa v 

| ^nightman (3) case and the case before us. He argued that in the Mlewa v 

^nightman (3) case the decision was based on the interpretation of Section 

18(2)(a) whereas the case before us the decision has';to be on the applicability 
of Section 18(2)(b) as read with Section 18(4). He i/ent on to argue that the 

Is* Respondent was only affected by Section 18(2)('b) whereas Section 18 

(2)(c) related to the 2nd Respondent. According to him, the 1st Respondent 

intended to seek refuge in Section 18(2)(c) and not Section 18(2)(a).

i
Mr Mainza, the other learned counsel for the 1st and 2nd Respondents, in 

fortifying Hon. Silwamba's argument, argued that the learned trial Judge 

correctly held that the management and conduct of elections was substantially in 

conformity withjhe Electoral laws and Regulations. He went into details as to 
what the learned trial Judge decided on- each poling slation, such as Kakunju, 

Sikukunduko, Mbangweta, Namakando, and Kakwacha. He argued that the 

learned trial Judge accepted that the voting started late, the fact, which was 

common ground, because of the logistic problems. The 'learned Judge therefore 

accepted that voting had to continue and this was done; in consultation with the

other stakeholders.

Mr Jalasi, in augmenting the arguments by the two learned counsel, argued 
iM^Wsshishi theJearned trial Judge was onTrm ground to have: accepted 

^although the postponement of elections amounted to disfranchising a 

station, the postponement was ju^ and 
j^that postponement affected all the candidates not-just the Appellant, Mr 

Haimbe in support of the three learned counsels argued that the learned trial 

Jud9e was correct to have concluded that the elections in Lukulu West
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Judge ln analyzing the findings should have considered the applicabliity of 

18 (2)(b) as read with Section 18 (4) and 2(c). Dr. MuMa.s argument 

r9»W around the interpretation of Section 18(2)(b) as read together with 

section 13(0 and Section 18(2)(c) of the Electoral Act. Section 

18(2)(b)(c)and 4read as follows:- ;

"(2 ) The election of a candidate as a member of the National Assembly 
shall be void on any of the following grounds which is proved to the 
satisfaction^of the Hiqh Court upon the trial of an election petition, that ' 
is to say-

! 
!

(b) subject to the provisions of subsection (4), that there has been a 
non-compliance with the provisions of this Act relating to the 
conduct of elections, and it appears to the Hiqh Court that the 
election was not conducted in accordance with the principles 

down in such provisions and that such non-compliance 
affected the result of the election (our own emphasis);

(c) that any corrupt practice or illegal practices were committed in 
connection with the election by or with the knowledge and 
consent or approval of the candidate or of his election agent or 
Of_his polling agents (our own emphasis); I

Section 18 (4) reads.:

(4) No election shall be declared void by reason of any act or 
omission by an election officer in; breach of his official 
duty in connection with an election if it appears to the 
High Court that the election was so conducted as to be J 
substantially irt accordance with the provisions of this Actz._^^ 

~ 7 and that such act or omission did not affect the result of
. that election." » r~'~~

Section 18(2) in our view sets out four clear grounds upon on which any 

of a candidate to the National Assembly can be nullified if each is 
ndependently established to the satisfaction of the High Court - Lusaka v 

(6)>
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wording to the Lusaka case, nullification can be ordered even when an agent 

,5 one who is held blame worthy persOnal|y and npt the candidate. R js 

incumbent in Section 18(2)(b) of the Electoral Act j upon the petitioner to 

establish to the satisfaction of the court that there has been non-compliance with 

the provisions of the Electoral Act, in conducting the elections. The petitioner 

also has to prove, using higher standard of proof than the balance of 

probabilities, to the High Court that the elections were not conducted in 

accordance with the principles laid down in the Electoral Act and that such non- • 

compliance affected the results of the election. Dr. MulWila has argued that 

because of all these breaches which he tabulated, which the learned trial Judge 

found as facts, the learned trial Judge's conclusion that the elections were held 

substantially in conformity with the electoral law was, unsupportable by the 

evidence on record.

i

We have looked at the learned trial Judge's reasoning. The learned trial 

Judge went into details on each allegation. We are satisfied that at pages J2 - 

j K of this Judgment, the learned trial Judge comes out as having assessed the 

evidence of the Appellant, the evidence of the Respondents and chose to accept 
I the evidence of the Respondents. For example, on the 'first allegation of illegal 

iPacticesjof publishing false statement - although he accepted that there was 

| a. publication he. nonetheless concluded that-the a&le in question neith|r 

Jtacked the character of the Appellant nor did it attack his conduct. He 
'5'Z.'e dismjssed ‘“Za i ■

7'7 -• • .. - f

On the second allegation of corrupt practices of impersonation - although 
7 accePted that there was a breach of Article 29, he'nonetheless ruled that 

52 was only violated by the eight unnamed voters and that that did not 
Sadvanta9e the Appellant in his chance of being elected as a successful 
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candidate. He went on to hold that since the eight unnamed voters used Isoka 

ballot ^rs when they voted initially, and then used the right ballot papers 

when they voted once agarn, they did this with the consent of all the 

stakeholders. There was no fraud. On the allegation of undue influence - he 

partially accepted the evidence of the Appellant that Mr. Mukata went to Sitwala 

polling station holding a stick in full view of the polling agents. He, however, 

concluded that there was no evidence that Mr. Mukata intimidated would be 

voters and therefore concluded on facts that the corrupt practices of undue 

influence had not been established. We can go allegation by allegation but what. 

is important is that the record shows that the learned trial Judge on the evidence 

before him was not satisfied that the Appellant had established irregularities or 

legal flaws, which would have eroded fair process of the elections.
I । 
i

. Dr. Mulwila has argued that there- were too many breaches of electoral 

laws to bring into play Section 18(2)(b), read together with Section 18(4). 
Clearly Section 18(2)(b) deals with non-compliance with the provisions of the

I

Act which relates to the conduct of the election. But as already stated in our 

Judgment Section 18(2)(b) can only come into play if the court also is satisfied 

that such breaches of the Act amounted to conduct which is not in accordance 
| ;
; with the principles laid down in the Act and that such non compliance affected 
.the results of the elections. The learned trial Judge in this case concluded that 

jbere were no such breaches. Where he agreed that there were breacheias in 

S|twala, Mukuma and Mbangweta polling stations he ruled'that such, breaches 

n°taffect the results of the elections. " ’ :„

| Dr- Mulwila has argued that Section 18(4) should have applied. Section 

Provides that even if it was established that there was non compliance 

Provisions of the Act as provided in Section 18(2) (b), if it is
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establish that such noncomPliance or omission to comply was done by an 

election officer in breach of his official duty in connection with the election, 

results ofthe elections would not be nullified if again it is established to the High 

Court's satisfaction that, inspite of such breaches, the elections were conducted 

substantially in accordance with the provisions of the Act and that such acts or 

omissions did not affect the results of the election. As already stated in this 

particular election, the learned trial Judge concluded that the allegation of 

unsealed ballot boxes, the allegation of voting on ungazetted days, the allegation 

of disfranchising voters at Washishi polling station because of the war in Angola ■ 

and the allegation of an illegal removal of a gazetted officer and his replacement 

by another, that all these did not affect the results of;the elections because it 

affected all candidates in the election. So Section 18(2)(b) and Section 18(4) 

were not applicable. So it is our view that these findings were based on findings 

of fact and as such this court lacks jurisdiction to deal with such grounds of 

appeal. i

Coming to the applicability of Section 18(2)(c), this sub section deals with 

establishing to the satisfaction of the High Court that corrupt practices or

I 'regular practices were committed in the elections by amagent of a candidate or 

a polling agent. As Dr. Mulwila rightly pointed out this offence is committed if it 

'Established by way. of evidence-to the-High Court's satisfaction that Electoral “• 

offence w^c^mitted-with without the knowledge or consent or approval of ■ 
^candidate, j Dr. Mulwila argued that the mere fact that Mr. Mukata, an agent--ZL 

statiop welding a stick was 

sufficient to bring into play Section 18(2)(c). He referred to the passage at 

$9e 177 in the Mlewa case which says, ""In contrast para (c) penalizes 

^didate. Even one or two proven instances are enough and even if
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they could not conceivably have prevented the electorate from choosing their 
preferred c30^3*6’

Hon. silwamba's argument was that the Mlewa case was decided on the 

applicability of Section 18(2)(a) and not Section 18(2)(c). The Respondents 

also have tried to distinguish the Mlewa case to the case before us by arguing 

that what actually influenced the court in the Mlewa case was the scale of 

violence which obviously adversely affected the results of the election unlike the 

caSe before us where there was only one incident. Firstly, although the Mlewa 

case was partially decided on the applicability of Section 18(2)(a) it was 

equally decided on the applicability of Section 18(2)(c), and the paragraph

I already quoted above was used in that context. Secondly we take note of the 

approach in the Mlewa case by this court as reflected in the quoted passage 

fst eveione or two proven instances of corrupt practices or irregular practices

I if such incidents are established using the higher standard of proof as was held 

in the Akashambatwa Mbikusita Lewanika and Others v Fredrick Jacob

Titus Chiluba (5) case, "even if they could not conceivably have 

prevented the electorate from choosing their preferred candidate," can 

cause the election be nullified on that ground. In other words, using the 
Miewa case approach the scale of violence does not come in. However the 

'earned trial Judge in this case accepted that the 1? Respondent's agent Mr._. 

L^tycame to Sitwala polling station on 27th December 2001, wielding a stick.

MWver> rejected trie Appellant's evidence-that that stick intimidated-or 

^tened to intimidate, would be voters, becauseraccordlng to him therewasTrcrSf^

■^ce.brought to court as to who was actually intimidated. He even rejected 
the Whence by the Appellant that some voters left the polling station because of 

Hr data's conduct. This was a question on credibility >nd the trial court was

to choose which side of the story to accept. He, therefore, concluded
at Nukata's behaviour did not amount to irregular practices or corrupt
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practice5 unc*er Section 18(2)(c). We cannot fault the lower court's findings 

on that P°int‘

Finally it is prudent for this court to take into account Mr. Haimbe's point 

which he canvassed, namely that out of 32 polling stations, the Appellant's 

complaint irregularities and legal flaws was limited to only six (6) polling 

stations. 1
i 
!

Even these alleged legal flaws and irregularities were not established on a • 
i

higher standard of proof as was said in the Akashambatwa Mbikusita 
i *

Lewanika and Others v Fredrick Jacob Titus Chiluba (5) case.
i 
i 
I

We therefore entirely endorse the lower court's view that the Lukulu West 

Constituency elections were conducted substantially in conformity with the law. 

We, therefore find no merit in the appeal. We consequently declare Simasiku 

Namakando 1st Respondent as dully elected member of Parliament for Lukulu 
West Constituency. We order that costs follow the event'
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